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ABSTRACT
The purpose was to determine if there existed an

interaction of cognitive style with teaching method on achievement
and retention of strategies acquired through two differential
treatments. Forty-eight elementary education majors received
instruction on the topics "Teaching Division of Rational Numbers in
the Elementary School" in one of two ways: (1) as a participant in a
teacher demonstration presentation or (2) through the use of a
written self-paced learning module. The Hidden Figures Test (HFT) was
used to provide measurement of the cognitive style of flexibility of
closure; an achievement test was administered following the
treatments and an alternate form administered at the end of the
semester to measure retention. Results showed no differences between
treatment groups on achievement or retention and no significant
interaction between flexibility of closure and treatment. However,
there was a higher correlation between HFT scores for the module
group as compared to the teacher demonstration group on both
achievement and retention. (DT)
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One current transformation in the design of teacher education as been

an attempt to develop modular programs In various content and process areas

(Clark, 3). Characteristics of the instructional features frequently Ob-

served in this approach include explicitly stated objectives, self-paced

format, short instructional tasks, and immediate feedback for required stu-

dent responses. In essence, this has been an attempt -to individualize in-

struction through a programmed approach.

Cognitive styles are learner characteristics which ri.y play ar. important

part in the prescription of instruction. The term cognitive style his been

attached to various idiosyncratic factors in the performance of cognitive

tasks.

Flexibility of closure refers t!) one o- cognitive style which

may be considered a reflection of the ability to distinguish and analyze an

item embedded within a stimulus complex. This definition of flexibility of

closure is consistent with that of Witkin (7). An operational index of

flexibility of closure is performance on the Hidden Figures Test (French et al.,

1963), which requires that the student identify a simple figure embedded within

a more complex figure.

it has been suggested by Carter (2) that, for some children, learners

low on measures of flexibility of closure require instruction that is highly
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task Specific, Se)f-paced modules, as used among pre-service teachers,

are by design generally more task specific than various teacher-centered

modes of instruction. it was hypothesized, then, that there would exist

2h interaction of cognitive style with teaching method on achievement and

retention of strategies acquired through the use of two differential treat-

menis

METHOD

The Hidden Figures Test (HFT) was employed to provide measures of the

cognitive style of flexibility of closure. The teaching strategies selected

for this study were identified with five specific objectives related to the

topic, "Teaching Division of Rational Numbers in the Elementary School."

The study was condted using a samale of 48 undadwate a lementa

educa.:', ) s. vsre cass,p5 . :purse,

Teaching, .atftelnetis in E:oeit.ntary Sc;cols, University of Texas at

Austin, Fail Semester, 1971. As part of the course, they received instruc-

tion on the selected topic in one of two ways: (1) as a participant In a

teacher demonstration presentation, or (2) through. the use Of a written

self-paced learning module.

An achievement test designed to measure competence of .the instructional

objectivei was administered to all subjects following the treatments. An

alternate form of the achievement test, was administered at the end of the

semester as a measure of retention.
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Results showed no differences between treatment groups on achievement

etention. Analysis of covariance revealed no significant interaction

twen flexibility of ..o::: and treatment method. The results indicated,

c-..,wever, a higher correl, ion between HFT scores for the Module group as

.-:ompaced to the Teacher Demonstration group on both achievement (Module .86,

..acher Demonstration b2; p (,01) and retention (Module .88, Teacher

Demonstration m .56; p <

DISCUSSION

These results suggest that the cogrii7tmve style of flexibiiity of

ciosure is not useful as a preti ctor of aic.h.ivement or reten T.:icn when con-

skjering assignments to the specific insrucziona tretments a:roloyed in

this .study.. That the two instructional tTeatments were equ:l.H effective.

in producing achievement and retention implies that a modular approach to

preservice teacher education is at least a viable alternative to conventional

methods for the instruction& topic considered in the investigation.

The results do not corroborate the findings by Koran (5) of significant

Interactions between flexibility of closure and instructional treatments,

and are not in agreement with the implications drawn from findings by

Carter (1) and Coop (4).

The implication from Carter's study is that students with low closure

flexibility would achieve higher 'when provided instruction that is highly

task specific. It may be that it is not possible to extend the generalization
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((:;(;, C&rter's findint,s ,Jpilecfaduate college students. A150 the assump-

ciGn made that a module is mote task specific than a teacher demonstration

ripie of instruction m=y not be valid,

it does appear, however, that this learner characteristic is relevant

,hen working with individuals in instructional settings, and extensions o

this research should be pursued
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